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The Mall (1st Floor), Union Gallery, Broadmead, BS1 3XD
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DIRECTIONS BY TRAIN
The nearest train station is Temple Meads Station. When exiting the station turn right and keep walking ahead following the signs for
Broadmead and The Galleries Shopping Centre. We can be found within The Galleries Shopping Centre on the 1st floor next to the food
court. We are opposite the main escalators near Boots the Chemist.

DIRECTIONS BY BUS
Bus number 349 stops directly outside The Galleries Shopping Centre. Buses 43, 44 & 45 stop outside Cabot Circus which is just a short 10
minute walk from The Galleries. The X39 bus comes from Bath and through Bristol into the central bus station which is a 5 minute walk
from The Galleries. From the bus station take the central exit out onto St James Park. Cross at the traffic lights onto Union Street and
continue straight. Take the first left into Broadmead and The Galleries Shopping Centre is on the right hand side.

DIRECTIONS BY CAR
From the M4 exit at junction 19 for the M32 and follow until you reach Cabot Circus. As you approach the second set of traffic lights, just
past the car park, keep left and take the slip road on your left leading you to Old Market roundabout. Take the 3rd exit off the roundabout
and keep right heading towards Broadmead. You will enter a one way system which will pass you by Harvey Nicholls. Head towards one
of the following car-parks:
•
•
•

The Galleries (BS1 3XD) - Approx. £3 (cash or card) for 2 hours and a 1 minute walk to the clinic
Mecure Bristol Grand Hotel (BS1 2EL) - Approx. £4.50 for 2 hours (cash or card) and a 5 minute walk to the clinic
Cabot Circus (BS2 9AB ) - Approx. £3.30 for 2 hours (cash or card) and a 10 minute walk to the clinic
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